Abstract-Towards
Flexible flow-shop scheduling problem (FFSP) [1] is a generalization of the general Flow-shop (FSP) scheduling, which is also a typical NP problem [2] .
The actual manufacturing enterprise is the rolling and continuous production process. According to a fixed time rhythm, planning departments in the production lines put into the production tasks. In the production shop, products being processed are the production tasks of putting into production several times [3] [4] . If the commissioning production tasks every time in the various stages are not limited within a certain time range to produce, it will increase the possibility of scheduling conflict.
Adding time window constraints to control scheduling conflict and further and study equipment utilization rate improvement will effectively improve production efficiency of enterprise. Therefore, it has more extensive application value to study the equipment utilization rate [5] in flexible flow shop scheduling problem with time window constraints [6] .
With more complicated research issue, more efficient optimization methods should be further explored. Compact genetic algorithm (CGA) [7] [8] belongs to a variable-independent estimation of distribution algorithm, which was proposed in 1998 by the United States Harik
Professor at UIUC University [9] . The calculation of CGA algorithm is small and the optimization speed is very fast. But at the same time, as an estimation of distribution algorithm, CGA algorithm still has lacking diversity problem of population genetic information in the process of evolution, and its evolution often ends with premature convergence [10] [11] [12] .Therefore, this paper proposes an improved CGA algorithms to overcome falling into the local extreme values, and has been able to reach a better target that solves the equipment utilization rate in flexible flow shop scheduling problem with time window constraints.
II.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL

A Problem Description
This problem can be described that one scheduling task includes n jobs, and these jobs are processed by each Before studying time window model in figure 1 , variables need to be set. 
Equation (1) 
Equation (2) represents i J must finish the production and processing of current stage before the production and processing of the next stage.
2) The time window constraint condition of flexible flow shop scheduling ^,
Equation ( ^,
Equation ( Equation (3) is the major constraint of time window scheduling in practical application.
C To Establish the Optimization Purpose of Equipment Utilization Rate
Equation (5) 
III. ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHMS
In a standard compact Genetic Algorithm (CGA) [13] , the main problems of the evolutionary process are due to the generation of each simple individual used to guide the update of the probability model in the CGA algorithm. After several generations of evolution, the population genetic information will quickly lose diversity, leading to the premature convergence. Thus, in order to improve the quality of the new generation of individuals, and prevent the premature of CGA evolutionary algorithm, we have to study probability model and the process of generating a new individual. Element represents the occurrence probability of a random event, and it can be evaluated by information entropy [14] .When the uniform distribution is adopted to generate the initialized model, the maximum entropy will be contained. The probability model has been updated with the new individual production. The information entropy also has the trend of reducing constantly, while the diversity of new individuals also reduced. Information quantity change can be effectively evaluated in probability model through the information entropy and the learning coefficient is further adjusted to improve the performance of optimization of CGA algorithm.
A. To Establish and Initialize a Probability Model
The probability model is used for statistics and recording the distribution of genes in individuals after each generation.
The individual coding information contains two parts: the online ordering and the distribution of working stations. Initialization of probability model uses the uniform distribution method, which directly sets the equal probability of each job appearing in each station, which can be the optimization starting. The uniform distribution method is used to initialize the probability model P , 
B. Coding and Decoding of New Individuals
According to the probability model to generate NP In the process of individual decoding, n jobs are online processing according the first part gene value, under the condition that processing has begun, jobs are assigned to the specified station to process according to the second part gene value. If more than one station is free, and one job is waiting, the job will be processed in specified station. If more than one position is free, many jobs are waiting and more than 2 jobs are under processing in specified station, and the job which is waiting a long time is chosen to process according to the FIFO rule.
C. Adaptive Learning Coefficient Adjustment Based on Information Entropy
Probability model updating makes the probability model evolving towards direction of excellent individual to maintain the evolution of vitality. 
CGA algorithm evolved slowly if the learning rate is set too small. It leads to fast convergence if this value is set too large. An adaptive learning rate is designed associated with probability value changes in probability model, so a concept of information entropy is introduced to measure the distribution of probability value of probability model. The equation (7) is established to measure the information entropy in s column, which means that the information entropy of the processing probability of n jobs i J processing in position s in online queue is as a measurement indicator of individual genetic diversity. 
Equation (8) E ,the diversity of the individual is decreased, so learning coefficient value is reduced, and the evolution speed should be adjusted to prevent the fast convergence into the local extreme. Probability model updating process of probability model 2 P is the same as probability model 1 P , this paper will not repeat.
IV. SIMULATION ANALYSIS
A. Construction of Simulation Data
Flexible flow shop validation model data of four stages are built. The maximum number of four paralleled stages ( m =4) is {3, 2, 3, 2}. The production task is to process 8 jobs ( n =8). 
B. Research Programs and Parameter Settings
The equipment utilization rate is used as the fitness function. The optimized trend of the equipment utilization rate is toward the maximum optimization. CGA and adaptive CGA use the same fitness function as the optimization goal.
2 group scheduling schemes are structured. Scheme 1 is an optimization scheme of flexible flow shop equipment utilization rate by using CGA. Scheme 2 is an optimization scheme by using adaptive CGA. Equation (5) Twb is 40, the result of the scheduling 8,2 S is 40, and the function of time window constraints in the scheduling process can be seen.
The fitness values of both the two schemes have increased rapidly within 100 generation with the increasing of training number of iterations form figure 3 . In scheme 1, the optimization results of standard CGA algorithm show fitness value is increasing and speed is slowing down from generation 61 and stopped at generation 299, which means it has fallen into the local extreme due to fast convergence. In scheme 2, the adaptive CGA algorithm maintains sustained evolution trend from generation 86 to 370, and gets better global optimal solution. The degree of convergence of probability model can be effectively evaluated through the information entropy of the probability model, and then the learning coefficient is adjusted to suppress the CGA algorithm premature convergence and enhance the CGA algorithm evolutionary vitality. 
